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On the long highways between cities, free from

blinding light pollution, Trevor could see stars. He

imagined that the stars could see him too. The radio drowned

out any sound within the car, and the closed windows sealed

him in. The areas to either side of the road alternated

between collections of rundown homes and gas stations, and

burnt-out fields and forests. If it weren’t for the “Open”

signs in convenience store windows he could have believed

that the rest of the world had died.

Trevor knew he was close when the billboards started.

Leading up to his exit he counted at least three, all

featuring the same face with the same bold text above it:

MISSING. Maybe it was the way the headlights struck the

signs, but the face seemed to sneer down at him.

Trevor abandoned the highway for a tangled nest of

suburban roads:”Rolling Hill Ln”, “Falling Water St”,

“Wavecrest Ave.” The voids between asphalt lines were

scabbed over with strip malls and parking lots. He turned

off the radio, lowered the windows, and breathed deeply. The

humid air and mangled vegetation combined to form a unique

but familiar stench: Home.

His parents’ house was dark when he pulled into the

driveway. The gate was closed and locked. The keys felt

foreign between his fingers as he turned them in their

HAUNTED
locks, first the gate, then the back door. Walking through

the kitchen he heard claws scraping against plastic as the

family dog woke and scrambled upright in its cage. He knelt

beside it and put his fingers in through the bars. The dog

licked at them.

“Hey girl!” He felt around on top of the cage for a

bag of treats and then tossed in a few. “Sleep tight Layla.”

Layla munched happily at the treats as he ascended the

stairs.

His bedroom was as he’d left it months before, except

for the layer of dust that had settled on nearly every

surface. Mom must have changed his sheets though, they were

dust-free.

His desk contained an assortment of left-behinds,

things he didn’t need but couldn’t let go of. A few fliers

for a local rock show were tacked to it, ticket stubs from

the neighborhood movie theater lay scattered around the

top, an old alarm clock perched on a shelf blinking 0’s. The

drawers were jammed with sentimental trash: cds without

cases, loose leaf paper covered in scrawl, dried up ballpoint

pens, patches and buttons that would never be sewn to

anything. A woven thread bracelet hung from a nail, which

he’d driven into the wall above the desk years before. He

ran a hand over it, tracing the braids with his fingers. The

threads alternated green, blue, and white. The cut where he

had sliced it off was fraying, threatening to come apart

entirely.

The door to his room banged open and he released the

bracelet.

“Hey, you’re home!” his sister Chloe slurred from the

doorway.

“Yes, the prodigal returns! Are you drunk?”

“Don’t be a dick, I’m like, buzzed or whatever.”

“Oh right, I’m supposed to be cool with my little

sister drinking, I forgot that rule.”

“Oh get off your high horse!” She rolled her eyes,
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then stumbled in and hugged him. “I’m excited you’re home,

mom and dad might leave me alone for once.” He wasn’t sure

that less parental supervision was the answer here.

“We’ll catch up tomorrow, you should probably go to

bed.”

Chloe nodded blearily. “G’night” she said as she

stumbled back through the door without closing it behind

her.

He lay down on the bed cautiously, as though the old

frame could give at any moment. It was too warm, and the

light from the ceiling fan shone directly onto his face. He

turned it off. A street lamp shone through the blinds on

his window, casting long shadows from everything it touched.

Music thumped in his sister’s room, he tossed and turned

trying to tune it out. With every minute that passed it

seemed to get quieter, as though his sister was slowly

rotating the volume dial. In the growing silence he heard

something else, something tapping slowly against his

window. Could it be rain? He stayed in bed, telling himself

it was nothing while concocting a long list of sinister

explanations.

When he couldn’t take it anymore he swung himself off

of the bed, and the sound stopped suddenly. The light from

the window returned. Something had been blocking it. The

shadows were beginning to ooze back out of the objects in

its path. He shuffled as quietly as he could across the

carpet. The world around him had gone mute. The carpet

below the window felt damp between his toes. The bottoms of

his pants were wet and dragging beneath his heels. He

raised a hand to part the blinds and peered out. The street

lamp carved a distorted orb of visibility into the darkness,

and in the orb was a boy. He stood like he was waiting for a

school bus to arrive, frozen in place, long hair blurring

his facial features. But from the tilt of his chin Trevor

knew that the boy was staring up at him.

The dampness in the carpet had become a small puddle,

he could feel it pooling around his ankles, but he didn’t

dare remove his gaze. Goosebumps raced up his legs as the

cold water rose, numbing his legs and freezing him to the

spot. Ripples lapped at his fingertips before covering his

arms, locking them to his sides as the water rose to his

shoulders. The boy outside still stared. His head slipped

under the surface and his paralyzed limbs were too useless

to push him back up. His heartbeat pounded in his head as

he gulped down mouthfuls of rancid water. A clammy hand

rested on his cheek.

“Having trouble breathing T?”

Trevor blinked. He was back under his covers; sunlight

illuminated his room. His clothes and the carpet were dry.

The next morning, Trevor and Chloe sat on a bench in

the local dog park watching Layla run amok. Trevor winced

watching the mud splash up around her, but he’d resigned

himself to giving her a bath afterwards the minute they’d

arrived. The morning dew covered everything and constant

use had worn the grass away completely in many areas. He

gripped a few plastic bags in one hand, and Layla’s leash in

the other.

“I miss coming here with you,” Chloe said. “Is college

everything it’s cracked up to be?”

“Well the food’s a step up from mom’s cooking,” he

joked.

“I think you could say that about the food literally

anywhere else.”

“I’m up studying late most nights. I didn’t think I had

it in me to be a night owl but, you know, necessity and

whatnot. They haven’t kicked me out yet though so I guess

I’m meeting expectations.”

“But like, tell me about the other stuff.”

“What other stuff?”

“The parties!”

“To be honest I’ve only been to one, and it wasn’t
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great. Mostly my friends just want to get coffee or play

board games, and I like it that way.”

Chloe looked disgusted.

“Ugh, so you’re still boring then?” she said. Trevor

stuck out his tongue. “I fucking hate it here, mom and dad

don’t give me any room to breathe, and a lot of my friends

graduated with you last year.”

“There’s nothing wrong with wanting to leave, but try

and enjoy this while you can. I wish I hadn’t taken so much

for granted.”

They watched Layla as birds taunted her relentlessly.

She chased them from one end of the park to the other, then

back again.

“Oh, this one’s yours,” Trevor said as Layla began to

squat. Chloe grabbed one of the small plastic bags and

jogged to the spot. She bent with the bag around her hand,

scooped, then straightened. Rather than walking directly

back to the bench, she detoured to a neighborhood bulletin

board a few yards away. The board was covered in fliers and

posters, and she pulled something off of it before

returning, flinging the bag into a trash can as she walked.

“You knew this guy right?” she was holding a letter-

sized sheet of paper with a face printed on it, and

“MISSING” in bold letters. “I don’t understand why his

family is still putting these up everywhere. I mean it’s

been over a year, and it’s not like he disappeared or

anything. A lot of people saw him die. Maybe they’re

looking for the corpse?”

“A lot of people say they saw him die.”

“Who would lie about that? The stories are all pretty

consistent.”

Trevor shrugged.

“They say that by the time people noticed him

convulsing in the fountain, it was too late. Can you believe

he drowned in something so shallo-”

“Oh look everyone, Texas’s very own Sherlock is on the

case!”

“I’m more of a Poirot if I have to choose. I heard

that later they found an EpiPen in a trash can nearby.”

Trevor ignored her. “Well whether he killed himself there

or not, no one goes to the mall where he did it anymore.

It’s totally dead now.”

“Good riddance, it won’t be missed” Trevor said,

standing. “I’m going to go find the bathroom.”

The “bathroom” was a shack with wood plank walls and

a sheet metal roof. It had looked to be on the verge of

collapse even when he first saw it as a kid. He was afraid

to go in alone then, there were always bugs crawling around

in there, in the dark corners. The thought still made him

shiver.

Alone in the shack Trevor gripped the edges of the

metal “sink” and stared at himself in the filthy mirror.

Tears rolled down his cheeks to land in the dirt-streaked

basin. One hand traced the pipe underneath it, feeling the

jagged inscriptions in the metal. His fingertips navigated

them blindly, his hand trembled. Where the pipe turned

towards the wall he found them, two initials: T&N, encircled

by a crude heart. He choked for air, trying to breath in

through his constricted throat.

“Not my fault. Not my fault not my fault not my

fault” he whispered, and began to sob. The faucet knobs

whined when he turned them, releasing a trickle of

lukewarm and no doubt undrinkable water into his cupped

hands. He splashed it onto his face wondering, as the water

ran down his cheeks, if he’d passed a towel dispenser or an

air dryer on his way in.

The water carved rivers in the filth which had

accumulated on the sink and puddled around the drain.

Strands of hair floated up out of it like seaweed, thick and

dark. He looked back into the mirror, expecting to meet

nothing but his own gaze. But his reflection wasn’t alone.

Someone stood in the dimly lit corner of the shack
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behind him, barely visible over Trevor’s right shoulder.

Black messy hair fell across a cherubic face that had

sunken and rotted from months in the grave. Trevor could

read no expression on his lips, but as he watched the other

boy began to reach out one hand, extending it slowly

towards Trevor’s shoulder. He shivered as a chill spread

down his spine and his legs nearly failed beneath him. Just

as the hand made contact with his flesh, burning like ice

against his skin, Trevor spun around to face him. The boy

was gone.

“Neil,” Trevor croaked.

Someone banged on the door to the shack and he jumped.

“Trevor, are you jerking off in there or something?

Let’s fucking go!”

“Coming Chloe, one sec.”

He turned to the mirror again. His eyes, red from

crying, were the only ones staring back at him.

Bonding time with Trevor’s parents came down to the

three of them scattered around the living room with the

news on in the background. The volume was low, none of

them were really watching.

“So, uh” his father began, “meet any girls up there

yet?”

“Ha”, Trevor chuckled. “Not yet, but I’m sure I’ll sweep

some poor woman off her feet one of these days!”

“Well don’t let it impact your coursework,” his mom

said.

“Well no shit,” he replied. His mom laughed but his

dad looked concerned.

“Don’t forget Trev, we’re not your college friends. Try

and keep the language PG please.”

“Oh come on Jack, he’s an adult,” his mom said, coming

to his defense.

“Well adults don’t talk that way” his dad fired back.

Being the third party in arguments between his parents was

nothing new. He tried to never pick a side, they were very

sensitive as to who might be the “favorite parent.”

“It’s ok Mom. Dad, just for you, I’ll watch my mouth.”

“That’s better!” He said, returning his attention to

the TV.

“Are you seeing any old friends while you’re in town?”

His mom asked.

“I wasn’t planning to.” Trevor said, thinking of the

figure he’d seen staring at him the night before.

“Well I think it’d be nice! Most of them aren’t too

far, or are still living with their parents. You know you

could live with us too!”

“Mom!”

“I’m just kidding. It’s just that we miss you.”

“Well I miss y’all too. I didn’t come home to see

friends, I came home to see you guys. I got homesick.” This

was the truth but it was hard to tell if it was what his

parents wanted to hear. On the one hand they clearly didn’t

want him to forget about them and get too wrapped up in

school. On the other they wanted him to adjust well. The

baby bird needed to leave the nest, no matter how much they

wanted to hold on.

They ate dinner on trays in front of the TV, still not

really watching it. Trevor filled them in about everything

going on at school. Everything was new and panic-inducing

to him, and here were two folks who had been through it all

before, twenty years ago that is. Plenty had changed but a

lot of things had not. Living with a roommate, eating in a

dining hall (”try not to eat alone, make new friends!” his

father suggested), staying up late to finish assignments the

night before they were due, these things stay true over

time.

“Just remember not to be too hard on yourself,” his

dad said, “keep your chin up, keep working, and you’ll be

graduating before you know it”.

Trevor nodded and stared down into his empty plate. He



found it difficult to look him in the eye, his were starting

to sting. A comfortable silence settled around them and few

minutes passed before anyone spoke.

“Trevor, did your sister tell you where she’d be

tonight?” His mom asked.

“Nope” he replied. They’d parted ways shortly after

returning from the dog park. His sister had offered to

bring him along with her and her friends but he’d turned

her offer down.

“We should call” his father said. He took the phone

from its cradle and walked into the other room, returning a

few moments later.

“Voicemail” he announced. His face was flushing a bit

from that combination of worry and frustration that is a

key ingredient in all dads.

“Maybe it’s in her purse. Try again?” Mom suggested.

He did, no answer.

“She’d better be in the middle of some very important

shit to not be picking up her god damn phone!” His father

said, profanity rules forgotten.

“Trevor you try calling from your phone, maybe she’ll

answer you.” His mom said.

He began dialing but stopped when a message from

Chloe arrived.

Chloe: “Phone on silent, busy, wat?”

“Uh, she texted me, her phone is on silent I guess” he

said out loud.

“No excuse, she can still pick it up!” Dad was still

frustrated, but relieved.

“I can still call” Trevor offered, completing the dial.

It rang once before diverting to voicemail.

“Hey it’s Chloe, I’m probably too busy for you, try

being more important to me if you want me to pick up next

time. JK Byyyyyeeeeee!” he hung up. A text came through a

moment later.

Chloe: “STOP CALLING ME!!!”

Trevor: “Where are you? Mom and dad are freaking

out!”

Chloe: “Shopping”

Trevor: “And that means you can’t pick up?”

Chloe: “Ya”

“She’s shopping” Trevor said.

“With whose money?” his dad shouted. “Tell her that if

she’s not home by nine I’m grounding her. I mean I pay the

phone bill around here, the least she can do is answer for

fuck’s sake!” he continued to rave but Trevor had stopped

listening.

Trevor: “Dad says home by nine *or else*”

Chloe: “Oooh, so scrd, latr”

Given a choice in the matter, Trevor would have been

in bed already. Unfortunately, being back under their roof

meant bending to the whims of his parents despite his

protests. Nine came and went and his father made it clear

that until his sister was home, Trevor didn’t get to sleep.

In response to her father’s threat, Chloe had sent

Trevor the address of a nearby strip mall. The parking lot

was nearly empty, and those cars that remained were in the

spots furthest from the entrances, the designated “employee

parking spaces.” Most of the lights were out, the open signs

were all flipped to “Closed.” Trevor parked anyway, putting

aside his anxiety about performing a number of social faux

pas for his determination to get this over with.

The most likely candidate, he thought, would be the

thrift store, two from the end on the right side. He flagged

down the employee closing up from the store window.

“Sorry, we’re closed” she said, opening the door just a

crack. Trevor recognized her from high school, and prayed

the recognition wasn’t mutual.

“Was there a group of kids in here earlier, with this

girl?” he asked, holding up a picture of Chloe on his phone.

“She’s my sister.” He felt the need to continue piling on
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explanation but couldn’t see how it would make this less

odd.

“Hey I remember you, you’re Chloe’s brother, Trevor,

right?”

“Yep, in the flesh.”

“I didn’t recognize you at first, are you alright?”

“Late-night sister-wrangling is actually one of my

hobbies, so this is great for me”

She laughed.

“Well hey, you might be interested in these” she

handed him her phone. A long group text was displayed on

it. “I wasn’t able to make it because I had to close tonight,

but I think they’re still there.”

“They’re meeting at the mall? I thought it was closed,

like, permanently.” She reached over and scrolled the

message for him. He continued to scan the texts. “They broke

in? What-”

“Don’t shoot the messenger” she said, “I’m just trying

to help. I thought it was a stupid idea from the get-go, I

don’t believe in any of that dumb occult shit.”

Trevor’s blood was boiling now, erupting from the

friction between concern and rage towards his sister.

“Thanks, uh-”

“Marie.”

“Thanks Marie, I’ve got to go.”

“Hey, have her text me when y’all make it out, I worry

about those idiots.”

“That makes two of us.”

Trevor went back to his car and sat with the engine

off. His phone had been buzzing every few moments while

he’d been speaking with Marie, but the messages weren’t

from Chloe.

“Hey T, at the theater!”

“Getting in line for popcorn, want anything?”

“You already inside?”

“I’ll save you a seat, let me know when you’re here.”

“Movie’s starting...”

He felt rotten to the core of his being. He had

thought of a million excuses in the last twenty-four hours

but none of them made him feel better, and he didn’t send a

reply. Instead he started the car, and began driving towards

the dead mall.

The mall was an island in an ocean of asphalt that

stretched out a quarter mile in all directions, terminating

in a ring of franchise restaurants that appeared to be open

still. The lights were bright and the lines of parked cars

spilled into the mall’s abandoned lot. People stumbled from

the Applebee’s to their cars while downtrodden sad sacks

filed in to fill their place like a carousel of suburbanism.

A group of cars was parked too close to the mall to be

a group of late-night drinker/diners. Trevor recognized his

sister’s car among them, a green SUV with a bumper sticker

proclaiming “my daughter’s a straight A student!”. The

sticker hadn’t been accurate since Chloe was in the eighth

grade, but until the bumper sticker police threatened an

arrest, their mom wasn’t going to remove it.

Trevor parked next to his sister’s car and considered

his options. He wasn’t thrilled that “trespassing” had made

its way onto a list titled “Things I’ll do so I can go home.”

The main contender was “wait for them to finish whatever it

is they’re doing and intercept them here.” In that case what

would be the point of him being there at all. “Stay here to

gather your nerves and if they happen to come out in that

time then hey buddy, you gave it a good go” was rapidly

becoming his favorite option.

“A few years late aren’t you?” Trevor’s blood ran cold.

Two eyes stared at him reflected from the darkness of his

backseat.

“Neil- Neil I-” his phone buzzed and his eyes darted

to it for just a second. When he looked back the eyes were

gone. Trevor stumbled out of the car, looking in every
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direction for a sign of the boy as his phone continued to

vibrate. He watched it register the missed call, and then a

new voicemail. The transcription was short: “Lose this

number jackass.”

Trevor walked the perimeter of the mall until he

found the point where the group of delinquent teens must

have entered. One door had the handle smashed and the

internal hardware blown out. It swung open easily. He

emerged into a cavernous hall, three stories rose to either

side of him and ended in a long glass ceiling. A few dozen

panes of glass lay shattered and glistening across the tile

floor. The culprits lay amongst the fragments, rocks mostly,

and a few baseballs. Chloe and her friends were certainly

not the first to break in here.

The glass-strewn passages demanded careful navigation.

The light from the moon exposed most of them, but some

were more difficult to spot. He moved slowly, unsure of

where he would find his sister, or how long it would take

him to get there. The food court would make for a good

starting place, centrally located, good visibility.

Mannequins in store windows were still dressed in the

products sold inside. Some wore graphic tee-shirts with

lines like “I’m out of bed what more do you want?” and

“Missing: sister and dog, reward for dog.” Others wore

elegant suits. Still more modeled jeans which, he suspected,

were not so far in price from the formal wear. He passed

the store where he’d bought his first mature video game. He

peered into another that his friends had dragged him into

and explained the finer points of women’s underwear until a

manager had thrown them out. He’d never found himself in a

situation in which to apply that knowledge, and hoped he

never would. From the wall of the place a defaced mural of

a woman in revealing lingerie stared at him with sharpie

eyes over a bushy sharpie mustache.

The food court was a ransacked mess. It appeared that

these were the last businesses to clear out of the mall, the

signs were half-removed from above serving windows and

then abandoned in place. Cardboard boxes of food sat rotting

behind the counters. Members of the local fauna scattered

upon his arrival, and he found that nearly every vertical

surface was connected to another by thin, nearly invisible,

spiderwebs. Day-to-day Trevor liked to think that not much

got under his skin, or really pushed his buttons. Spiders

merited their own consideration. It had to do, he theorized,

with the legs: too many and too thin. Bumps raised on his

skin when he imagined one crawling over him. And the eyes.

He couldn’t see them but he knew they were there from

years of “helpful” nature documentaries. Spider’s eyes got

loaded into their dumb skulls like racking pool balls.

Trevor made his way through the court very carefully.

As he moved he noticed another smell, like a garden on

a hot summer day. Something earthy was burning from the

hall east of the food court. He couldn’t be sure, but he

thought he could hear voices coming from there as well. It

was the last place he wanted to go. The fountain was that

way.

“Almost there T.” He spun around trying to see the

speaker but no one was there. Faint disembodied laughter

filled the court. Fuck it, face the devil you know, he

thought sprinting to the hallway and crashing through a

number of webs as he did. The laughter stopped.

There were definitely voices now, they echoed faintly

off the walls and tiled floors. They were too muddled to be

coherent. The closer he got the cleaner things seemed.

Someone had been through here, and made a rudimentary

effort to push things out of the way. There was no broken

glass. The roof here was intact. Hooligans had thrown rocks

through every other section of the building, what stopped

them here? He had a good idea. Neil.

Officially Neil was still missing. People say they saw

him take his own life. Trevor hadn’t been there though.

Things would be different, he knew, if he had. Something
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cold touched his hand. He didn’t look but let its fingers

intertwine with his.

“I’m sorry” he choked. There was no answer.

There were eight people standing around the fountain.

Bundles of something burned in front of each on the ground.

A mannequin had been placed in a seated position on the

fountain’s ledge. It was surrounded by objects, a journal, a

pair of glasses, bits of hair. Symbols covered its porcelain

skin.

“Good timing” Chloe said stepping forward from the

group. Trevor nodded. “Stand here” she placed him in front

of the mannequin. He looked at it through the tears welling

up in his eyes.

The gathering began to hum, eight different notes

harmonious in places, dissonant in others. It echoed in the

chamber like a monastery. Drops of rancid water in the

basin created a rhythm, punctuating the reverberating

sound. The cold hand released Trevor’s own and he felt it

move past him like an icy wind. Trevor stared for a few

seconds, and the mannequin raised its head to stare back.

Chloe stopped humming, the others followed suit and the

last notes cascaded in the air. Silently, she and the others

backed away into the shadows, leaving the two of them alone.

“Neil?” he asked.

“T.” The mannequin responded. The word didn’t echo

like his own.

“I’m sorry Neil, I didn’t know you were-”

“You were supposed to be here. After everything, you

didn’t show. There were things you didn’t know”

“Your dad?” the mannequin nodded.

“Someone saw us and he heard. He hit me. He threw me

out. I felt like you kicked me out of your life too.”

Water dripped, Trevor sat on the floor and pulled his

knees against his chest. The voice, he realized, was in his

head.

“I didn’t know what was happening to me. I was afraid.

No one knew I was the other guy, I thought- I was a coward.

It’s my fault”

“No, I made that choice.”

“But-”

“I’m not here to haunt you, T.”

“Then how-”

“You fucked up with me, but you get more

opportunities to get it right. Take them.”

The long silence that followed made Trevor wonder if

Neil’s spirit had passed on.

“Are-”

“I mean maybe start a charity in my name too, if

that’s not too much to ask”

Trevor laughed, Neil chuckled.

“You got it.” Trevor thought for a moment, then asked,

“I don’t want to seem blunt but, do you know what happened

to your body?”

“My parents buried me, private ceremony. My dad

pulled some strings to keep me “missing” for as long as

possible. If the official story was that I killed myself,

people start sniffing around. The last thing they wanted

was to be the parents with a gay son who offed himself.”

“That’s awful”

“Well, it’s sort of irrelevant to me at this point.

There are other parents like that though, with kids who

need someone that understands, who’ll listen.”

“You’re right”

“Of course I’m right, I’m a wise ghost!” his voice was

beginning to sound faint.

“Are you going?”

“Seems that way.”

“I hope you find peace now.”

“I think I will.”

“Good bye Neil.”

“See ya around T.”
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Chloe drove Trevor’s car while he sat in the passenger

seat. One of the others followed them with Chloe’s car.

“How did you know?” Trevor asked, “how did you know

he was dead?”

“I saw him die. All of us did, we were there. After a

few weeks I started to see him again.”

“I wasn’t the only one?”

“No.”

The car bounced over a curb as she made a tight turn.

“Do we do anything about his parents?”

“What do you have in mind?”

“People need to know what really happened, this

“Missing” thing has to stop.”

“How?”

“The police here are covering up Neil’s death, so we go

a level higher. We expose everyone who fucked this up so

badly.”

Chloe nodded.

“We’ve got work to do.”

At 2am Trevor’s phone rang.

“I want to say a few things to you asshole! Where-”

“I’m so sorry, I should have called, I should have said

something.” Trevor was driving once more, on an unending

stretch of concrete beneath the star-filled sky.

“You’re not answering your door.”

“I’m not there, an old friend needed me back home.”

Trevor glanced up at his rearview to make sure his backseat

was indeed empty.

“And it was so urgent that you stood me up huh?”

“It’s hard to explain, and there’s no excuse for why I

didn’t call. I’m finally ready to try, but I know I don’t

deserve another shot.”

There was a sigh on the other end.

“Tomorrow, same place, same time, don’t fuck it up”

20 21
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Parts of the Kankakee River are just perfect for

floating. The water moves fast enough to carry you,

but slow enough for you to take it all in. Kim had

never been but when Sam described the luxurious,

drunken laziness of it all, she couldn’t say no. A

series of promotions had left her with mountains of

work and a 55-hour work week. She needed a weekend

away.

Sam steered her pickup through a labyrinth of

winding farm-to-markets before arriving at the shore

of the Kankakee. Big hand-painted signs advertised the

“Wacky Water Adventure” Headquarters. The building

looked less like a headquarters, and more like a

squatter settlement around one unfortunate old

woman’s house. Kim wondered briefly if they owned the

house or paid the owner to use the land. It was

unsettling, but the stacks and stacks of colorful

inner-tubes assured her that this was the spot.

Sam pulled a small cooler from the back while

Kim slung a backpack over her shoulder. A man who

looked to be in his late-20s, with toned arms, a beer

gut, and a tan that Baywatch alums would be proud of,

greeted them.

“Hey y’all, I’m Chuck, your float supervisor! Can

FLOAT
I have your names please?”

“Hi Chuck! Sam Shultz, Kim Nguyen” said Kim.

He checked them against a clipboard with a

printed spreadsheet. “Alright, looks like y’all are

paid up. Head on down to the launch, we’re waiting on a

few more and then we’ll get going!”

“Great.”

The launch was covered in mud, weeds, and all the

bits of garbage that wash out of a river. They picked

out two tubes for themselves, and a third “bev” tube

for Sam’s cooler and Kim’s backpack. Kim had peeked in

the cooler earlier, it was loaded with booze. The

anticipation made her feel like a little kid in line

for a theme park. A few more “tube-adventurers”

trickled down to the launch, followed by Chuck.

“Alright friends, I’m going to be taking this bad

boy,” he said, indicating a kayak a few yards down the

launch. “This way I can wrangle y’all if need be.” He

winked. “We’re gonna be floating down about two hours,

I’ll make sure no one misses the exit, and a bus’ll

take us all back to your vehicles. Sound good?” There

was some whooping from the assembly, and people began

sliding their tubes into the water.

Half an hour later Kim was reclining in her

tube, eyes closed, with a beer in one hand and a tub of

pretzels in her lap. In the tube beside her, Sam was

blasting music from a small portable speaker. The two

tubes were lashed together with nylon cords. Kim was

warm, buzzed, and content.

A submerged log tugged on her swimsuit and she

sat up, opening her eyes and lowering her sunglasses.

They had drifted a significant distance from the main

group. Sam, engrossed in a novel, hadn’t noticed.

“Sam” she said, thumbing towards the group when

Sam looked up.

“Shit, how do we steer these things?”
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“Doggy paddle?”

“We could yell for Chuck.”

“We’d better do something soon, look.” Kim pointed

ahead where the river split off into two different

paths. Their course would take them down a different

path than the main group.

“Hey Chuck, Chuck!” they yelled, alternating

between waving their arms and pointing at the fork in

the river. Chuck brought his canoe close enough to be

heard.

“Hey, that leg meets back up with the main river,

I wouldn’t worry about it. Want me to pull you back?”

They talked amongst themselves for a moment.

“Seems like hassle.”

“We did say no hassle.”

“No hassle.”

“Hey Chuck we’re good, we’ll see you at the next

fork!” With that they continued to drift down the

right fork of the river.

The shore here certainly didn’t appear to be as

maintained as the rest they’d seen. Long branches

reached over the top of the river, forming a sparse

canopy of naked limbs. The houses to either side of

the river appeared to be in states of increasing

disrepair and abandon. Fishing docks and canoe

launches had been reclaimed by the water with no

attempt to combat it.

Kim cracked open another beer, and assured

herself that they would be back on the main river

soon enough. She was here to relax and goddammit she

would if it killed her. Sam was more uneasy about it.

“Can people own bits of the river? Like, are we

trespassing? I feel like we’re trespassing.”

“Chuck said it was fine.”

“But, God look at these houses. Do you think

anyone lives in them?”

“I hope not.”

“You’re not even looking. Come on, I’m freaking

out” Kim lowered her sunglasses to peak around and

then settled them back on her nose.

“We’re fine, relax. You’re not drunk enough yet”

she said, reclining back in her tube. She could sense

that the tension hadn’t really dissipated, but she

didn’t bring it up again.

Kim tried to return to her blissful, half-awake

state but found it difficult as rocks and branches kept

grabbing at her from below the water. She’d be forced

to contort over them and then settle back in, almost

sinking back into it when they’d hit some new water-

trash.

“If people are gonna come down this way they

ought to at least keep it passable or presentable.” she

said, after the fifth or sixth time this happened.

“Ya. I mean we just have to keep going at-” The

tubes stopped moving. They had landed in an area

where the water was too shallow and mud held the

tubes in place.

“Fuck my whole shit,” Kim said, clambering out of

the stalled tube. “Come on, now we get to pull” Her

dream of a relaxing float sat somewhere at the end of

this shitty leg of river, and she was determined to

reach it.

Sam floundered awkwardly around as she attempted

to get up.

“You can’t just pull the tubes with me in it?”

“You big baby.” She gave the tubes a tug anyway

and found that they shifted in a satisfying way. She

continued pulling them along across the mud-bank.

“Uh, hey Kim” Sam started, “do you see something

up there?” She nodded towards the shore at Kim’s back.

Kim turned. There was a rotting wooden house sitting

up on an exposed basement wall of concrete blocks. The
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house was surrounded by trees, and there was a steep

drop from it to the muddy shore at the edge of the

river. At first, she couldn’t see anything up there in

the trees. Then something moved. It was the smallest

motion that caught her eye. She might have mistaken

it for a truck with the way it was proportioned, but

it had slid between the dense foliage the way a truck

would not.

“Do you-”

“Ya Sam, let’s get going.” Kim gave the tubes a

final tug and they began to float again of their own

volition. She slid back into hers, alert now.

Surreptitiously, she began paddling in the water with

her hands. She didn’t want to alarm Sam, but she was

less than relaxed now. Every few minutes she looked

back up to the riverbank. She’d stare for a few

seconds, feeling as though her imagination had gotten

the better of her. Then she’d see the thing move.

The end was coming in to view. There was a bridge

over the intersection in the distance that marked

their exit. We’ll all have a good laugh about this

later, the two hysterical girls that got separated but

everything turned out ok, Kim thought, trying to

combat the growing dread she felt. She wasn’t looking

up at the bank anymore, because she could hear it,

rustling through growth, making clicking and growling

sounds. Every second they got closer to the bridge the

thing got louder. They were close, so very close, when

Kim felt the tubes slide into the mud once more. The

bridge was right fucking there!

She tugged and tugged, but it was slower going.

She needed to pry them loose, and the silence which

replaced the rustling only sent her mind further into

overdrive. Sam was standing now too, wrenching the

tubes this way and that. Kim looked around for the

source that had been making the noise and spotted a

canoe run ashore not far from them. There were two

oars laying inside it. She began splashing towards

them as quickly as she could in the mud. She felt it

sucking at her water shoes, eventually losing both to

the squelching river bed.

She reached the canoe and grabbed for an oar,

then stopped cold. The inside of the canoe was streaked

with bloody handprints. From behind her Sam screamed.

Kim grabbed the oar and turned to see something

lowering itself into the water from the opposite bank.

The full size of its body was indeed truck-adjacent and

completely covered in thick brown hair. Its head was

canine, an open maw revealing long, knife-like teeth.

The head sloped down into what might have once been a

human torso, with two arms stretching out on either

side. The arms ended in impossibly long claws that

could’ve put Kruger to shame. The body ended into a

long carapice with four insect legs splaying out on

either side. The legs propelled the monstrosity

through the water, towards Sam. Kim pumped her legs

through the mud, but she had only two to the

creatures eight. Its bulk seemed to work against it,

though. She might have a chance to make it. The thing

got closer and closer, snarling and dripping saliva

from its maw. It reared back on its legs as it reached

Sam and the tubes, exposing a glinting, scaly

undercarriage, and struck.

Kim, who barely managed to fling herself the

last few feet, jabbed at it with the oar-blade. The

claws raked the air above her head as the thing

stumbled backwards. Sam was frantically pulling the

tubes, moving them closer and closer to deeper water.

The monster recovered and lunged at Kim again. She

jabbed wildly once more but was not so lucky. It batted

at her with its front insect legs, sending her

crashing into the water. She expected it to finish her
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then, but it backed away again. She resurfaced to see

Sam hurling full cans of beer at the thing, bouncing

off its head. One lucky throw hit its eye, which sent

it reeling and howling.

“The tubes are free - let’s go!” Sam yelled. Kim

scrambled over and into hers as the thing recovered

itself, one eye an angry red.

“Couldn’t we swim at this point?”

“No way,” Kim raised the oar. “We have to keep it

the fuck away, I’m not taking my eyes off it for one

second.” It rushed to the edge of the shallows and then

pulled back, reluctant to submerge itself. It hollered

at them wildly, sounding like something between a

barking dog and a screaming man. Kim held the oar at

the ready like a medieval pikeman.

“Hey you two, didya enjoy your solo fl-holy

shit!” Chuck came around the bend towards them in his

canoe as the two floated out and back into the main

river. The monster howled and scurried back up the

bank until it was gone from view. They heard it

continue howling, fainter and fainter, and then gone.
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The landscape of West Texas is littered with

little “retirement plans”: an acre of land, a cabin, a

nice fishing spot. No neighbors to be seen for a few

miles in either direction. A trip to the cabin was a

zen pilgrimage for those old souls, looking for

relaxation and reflection in natural splendor. For the

college-aged children of these retirees, the cabins

represented something a little different.

Tyler was slowly sinking into an old, overstuffed

couch in front of the cabin’s enormous circular

hearth. Loud electronic music pulsed through the open

living room, rattling the nearly empty beer can he

clutched in his hands. He stared hazily into the

crackling flames, watching as one log slowly collapsed

onto another. It wasn’t his first time under the

influence but it was closer than he was proud to

admit. The slow-burning euphoria was tinged with a

little bit of guilt. The guilt would soon evaporate, he

assured himself.

“Incoming!” Tyler’s friend Ryan flung himself

onto the couch next to him, sending the now-empty can

clattering across the floor. “Do you like this song?”

he yelled.

“Ya!” he lied.

“I have this buddy out in Kemper, an amateur

music producer, this is one of his!” Ryan held up his

phone so Tyler could see the name of the title

scrolling across the screen: Tomato Jazz Machine.

“Whadya think?” Ryan asked.

“I can the hear the Wagner influence!”

“The who?” Ryan shouted over the music.

“No, they’re another band entirely!” Tyler

replied. He often felt that he was the only one that

found his jokes funny. He’d made peace with that and

let the jokes run free in the green pastures of his

every conversation.

“Drink, you pretentious fuck!” Ryan said, pushing

his own beer up towards his mouth and laughing. Tyler

chugged the remainder of the bottle and emerged

spluttering. Ryan smacked him hard on the back and

sunk back on the couch laughing.

“So! How long have you and Karyn been dating

now?” Ryan asked.

“Three years!”

“Smells like commitment! You gonna put a ring

on it soon?”

“Oh I don’t know.” He said, grinning. His hand

drifted to the small box-shaped lump in his right

pocket.

“Oh fuck!” Ryan said, his gaze following Tyler’s

hand. Tyler put a finger over his lips.

“Keep it secret.”

“Keep it safe, you got it.” Ryan said. Tyler got

up and stretched.

“I’m getting another beer.”

“Bring me one, you finished mine!”

The kitchen was only separated from the rest of

the living room by a countertop. Nice and “open-

concept.” June, whose uncle owned the cabin and had

foolishly allowed them access to it for the weekend,
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was standing next to the fridge. She grabbed his arm

as he approached.

“I need your opinion!” she said.

“Ok, shoot!” he said, reaching into the fridge and

grabbing a can at random. She held up her phone where

two pictures were displayed. The first was of the sun

setting over the creek behind the cabin, the second

was taken from the roof showing the starry sky

surrounding a crescent moon.

“Which of these makes a better post do you

think?” June asked.

“Well in my opinion, you could slap a Bible verse

on either of these and be golden!” he said. June

punched him lightly with her free hand. “You know,

something classic about turtle doves and

menstruation.”

“Ew!” she said pulling a face. “Karyn!” June

called across the cabin, “your boyfriend’s being a

creep!”

“Did you punch him?” Karyn called back. She was

sitting at the dining table with a glass of wine, a

deck of playing cards, and a book called “bridge for

gentlewomen.”

“Not hard enough I guess.” June shrugged.

“Let me try.” Karyn joined them and planted a

kiss on Tyler.

“You wouldn’t want June to force you to sleep

outside would you?” she asked nudging him with her

hip. He contorted slightly so that she just missed

brushing the box in his pocket.

“I’m going with the sunset,” June said, as she

dropped some white curly text over the picture.

“Oh my God does that say-” Tyler began.

“Live. Laugh. Love. Shut up people love this

sappy crap!”

“Tag him in it!” Karyn said.

“Haha, done! Now-” she poked agitatedly at the

screen, “The damn thing won’t post. It says I have

signal! Wait, now that’s gone.”

“Is that unexpected?” Tyler asked, “We’re pretty

far away from what even the most generous bumpkin

would call civilization.”

“I know that, but I’ve never had problems with it

before. My uncle said there were satellites or

something to provide good reception all the way out

here.”

Tyler checked his phone, there was a message

from his mom, “did you do it?!?” But it had been sent

over an hour ago.

“Does anyone else have reception?” June asked.

The bathroom door swung open and Marcus, June’s

boyfriend, stumbled into the living room.

“I just dropped my phone in the toilet so that’s a

no for me!” he said giggling and wandering off

towards the back patio.

“Stay inside dumbass, you’ll hurt yourself out

there!” June yelled, but Marcus ignored her and slid

the glass door shut behind him.

“God damn it” June said, as she scrambled through

the cabinets for a bag of instant rice to dump Marcus’s

soggy phone into it.

“Man of the year,” Karyn joked.

June was preparing a retort, when suddenly, the

back wall of the cabin exploded.

Karyn dove to the floor behind the countertop,

pulling Tyler down with her. His reaction time was

significantly dulled by the alcohol, but hers was

sharp. June collapsed against the refrigerator. Dust

and smoke choked the air and irritated their eyes.

Tyler pulled his shirt over his face to try and avoid

breathing it in and Karyn did the same. June didn’t
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make any move to protect herself, she just sat

mouthing something to herself. The blast had

temporarily deafened them and neither could make out

what she was saying. The dust falling around them

seemed like sand in an hourglass, Tyler couldn’t tell

the seconds from the minutes. He sat and prayed to any

God that would lend an ear that another explosion

wasn’t on its way.

Why on Earth would anyone want to bomb rural

Texas? Sure people didn’t like Texans per se, but it

couldn’t be very high on many people’s “to bomb” list.

Besides, with one bomb you might take out one family

and did that really justify the price of the explosive?

Maybe there was some sort of bomb test gone wrong,

maybe the property wasn’t properly registered. What

if, he thought, June’s uncle didn’t own the land? His

mind raced until he reminded himself that he was

alive, Karyn was alive, and they needed to leave now.

He peeked over the counter, the dust had settled

just enough to see through the living room. The back

wall of the cabin had been blown apart, the porch was

gone, and the roof was damaged badly. He could just

make out something smoldering in the creek, from the

pillar of steam it was belching into the sky. His

hearing was beginning to return, and he felt Karyn’s

lips against his ear.

“This roof could go any minute!” she said

pointing up at the shattered beams that spanned the

ceiling. “We’ve got to find Ryan and Marcus and get

out of here.” Tyler could see the couch where he and

Ryan had been sitting. It was flipped over a few feet

from where it had been. He and Karyn lifted it to find

Ryan lying face down underneath, with shards of glass

protruding from his clothing. His thick flannel had

caught most of them but a few pieces looked deeply

embedded in his torso and arms. Tyler felt his neck

for a pulse. He was shaking so badly that it was hard

to find. He slowed his breathing, trying to bring the

shaking under control and after a few seconds, he

found what he was looking for.

“He’s alive!” he said, relieved. “He looks bad

though.” He began to reach for one of the glass shards

to pull it free when Karyn reached out a hand to stop

him.

“He’ll bleed out if you do that, leave it in until

we can get him help.”

They lifted him from either end, trying to keep

the glass from shifting as much as possible. Ryan had

driven them all out to the cabin, and his pickup was

parked just beyond the front door. They laid him

across the backseat, turning his head to one side so

that he could breathe.

“I’ll stay here and-” Karyn began. “Well for if

he wakes up. I guess there’s not much I can do for him

now.”

“I’ll go after June, I think she’s ok, at least I

won’t have to carry her. And Marcus, I don’t even know

where to start looking.” Karyn nodded and Tyler

headed back towards the cabin.

The counter was streaked with ash and the floor

was carpeted in dust. There was a person-sized hole in

the dust where June had been sitting, but she wasn’t

there anymore. Tyler cursed under his breath, and

hoped she had made her own way out. His vision was

drawn to the creek behind the cabin, where something

was glowing in the darkness.

Tyler approached the creek from the house.

Before the blast there had been a nice passable

switchback behind the cabin, but it had been torn

apart by whatever the object was. The heat and the

stream created a dense cloud of steam around him, but

he preferred it to the smoke and dust. A cabin with a
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sauna he thought, the stream steam hotroom.

He reached the edge of the stream, and he could

just make the thing out, half-submerged on the

opposite shore. He pulled his phone from his pocket

and opened the camera, using it to zoom in on the

thing. The body was cylindrical, with the smoking

twisted remains of two winglike panels to either side.

He snapped a picture.

“Look,” Tyler said, showing his phone to Karyn

back at the pickup, “It’s a fucking satellite!”

“Jesus Christ, we’re lucky to be alive at all!

Where’s June?”

“I think she may have gone to look for Marcus,

she’s not in there anymore.”

“We shouldn’t be splitting up. We should go look

for her if she’s not back in- what was that?” Karyn

had heard a faint groaning sound coming from the

woods west of the cabin. After a second Tyler heard it

too. He tried to focus on the tree line through the

dark. There was a pale figure slumped against a tree,

its shirt ragged and bloody.

“Marcus!” Tyler yelled, sprinting towards the

figure. Marcus grinned stupidly for a moment, and

then doubled over hacking up blood onto the grass.

Tyler put an arm around him and together they

hobbled back to the truck.

“Do you need to lie down?” Tyler asked. Marcus

nodded.

“Got blown into a fucking tree,” he grimaced,

“broke some ribs I think”. He laid down in the truck

bed. “June?”

“No, it’s August” Tyler said grinning. Karyn

slapped him across the face. She wasn’t smiling. “We

think she’s out looking for you,” he corrected.

“You mean, you don’t know where she is?”

“When I went back to get her she was gone.”

“Please, please go find her, I-” he turned his

head and had a coughing fit.

“I will, I will, everything will be ok!” Tyler

said, looking at Karyn, hoping she would agree, that

things really were going to be ok. Of course, things

would get much worse first. Tyler was trying to decide

which direction to begin his search in, when the

screaming started.

“June!” Marcus yelled. From deep in the same

woods Marcus had dragged himself out of Tyler heard

the reply.

“Help!” Tyler was up and running towards the

woods with Karyn right behind him. Another voice

answered:

“You fucking aliens, I’ll fucking kill you! I’ll

kill every last one of you!"

Roots clawed at their ankles, bits of dirt and

mulch kicked up around them as they ran into the

woods after June.

“I think there’s a clearing up this way!” Karyn

panted without breaking stride, “June was telling me

about it earlier, maybe that’s where she was going?”

Tyler threw her a thumbs up, he couldn’t draw in

enough air to run and speak at the same time. To him

the forest seemed identical on all sides. Trees reached

high overhead, and seemed to stretch infinitely around

them. The moon cast shadows that played tricks on his

depth perception. He nearly went ass over tea kettle a

number of times. Karyn seemed to have no trouble at

all with the terrain. Procrastinating exercise was

going to kill him, at least sixty years before he’d

expected it to. He brushed the ring in his pocket with

his hand as he pumped his arms, holding the thought

of Karyn wearing it in his mind. The thought

propelled him even as his muscles begin to feel like
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they were tearing apart.

“Help, Help!” June’s cries were getting closer.

“You can’t fool me you fucking insects!” the

unknown voice yelled.

Tyler and Karyn burst from the trees into a wide

clearing and stopped. There was a tent in the center

of the clearing, not some pop-up camp style thing, but

a military, wooden platform, heavy tarp tent. That

wasn’t all. The area around the tent was scattered

with disarrayed objects, a camp stove, a canvas chair, a

stack of crates with a chunky laptop perched on top

with two wires trailing from it. The first ran to a

telescope, the kind you pick up at a hobbyist store

with a tripod and a small built-in computer. The other

wire ran to an object which was harder to identify. It

had three legs which spread out wide but sat very

close to the ground. The circular platform they

supported was wide, metal, and covered in scorch marks.

A long, metal rod was anchored to its center. June was

slowly backing towards the tent, herded there by an

enormous silhouette brandishing some two-handed

implement above his head.

“I blew yer spaceship straight out the sky,

thought you could sneak one past the humans no sir! I

out sneaked ya you sons o’ whores. Y’all come running

outta that ship like goddamn insects with your

cloaking devices and disguises but y’all never gon’

fool me!”

“Please, please” June begged, “I don’t know what

you’re talking about!”

The moonlight glinted off the metal hammer head

of the stranger’s weapon as he raised it to swing. Just

before he brought it down Tyler plowed into him with

a full running start, flinging himself into the

giant’s back. Tyler had expected the blow to send the

man reeling. The man stumbled only a few feet

sideways. It was just enough for June to dart around

him, out of range of his hammer.

“I’ll kill you all!” the stranger roared,

recovering and turning towards them.

“What the fuck are you doing?” Tyler yelled.

“Your alien overlords are gonna be pissed about

that ship huh?” he laughed, “I knew aliens was real, I

been watching yer ship, and now there’s no escape!”

Tyler dodged as the hammer landed a blow in the dirt

where he’d been standing. Karyn grabbed his collar and

tugged him back towards the woods, where June was

already running.

“Catch us first fat ass!” Karyn yelled back over

her shoulder. His enormous footfalls faded quickly,

and the three sprinted back towards the cabin.

“Marcus?” June panted.

“He’s back at the pickup” Karyn replied.

As they exited the woods they could see a fire

spreading through the cabin. Entire portions of the

roof had collapsed, blocking the front door entirely.

Marcus was sitting up in the truck, silhouetted

against the flickering orange light.

“June!” he called, when he heard them

approaching, “Are you ok?”

“I’ll live,” she said, reaching him first and

wrapping him in an embrace. He sucked in his breath

sharply.

“My ribs!”

“Oh God, I’m sorry,” she squeaked, releasing him.

Karyn opened the back door to see Ryan was

awake.

“We need to go now, where are your keys Ryan?”

Ryan groaned something unintelligible and gestured

towards the cabin.

“Shit, are they in the living room?” she pressed.

He shook his head.
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“Room,” he mumbled.

“Got it.” Karyn sprinted towards the back of the

cabin and Tyler went after her. Ryan’s room on the

second floor was open, the back wall having been blown

out in the explosion. The fire had yet to reach it, but

the inferno was far too close for comfort. From back

here Tyler could see the source of the fire, a severed

conduit hung from the ceiling and rested against the

piled of wooden splinters that used to be a wall.

Karyn tested the nest of beams for structural

integrity and began climbing. She ascended the rubble

with a grace and precision that would make catwoman

proud, and disappeared from his field of vision.

“Are you ok!” he called.

“Fine, keep an eye out for Bubba!”

He fixed his gaze on the tree line, but the glare

from the fire was making it difficult to see anything

in the dark. The smoke did nothing to alleviate the

obscurity. Every shadow looked like it could be a

three hundred pound man with a sledgehammer.

“Do you see him?”

“Uh I’m not sure, just please hurry.”

“What do you mean you’re not sure!”

“I mean he could be fucking anywhere!”

“Got ‘em!” she yelled, and began to climb down.

Her feet went from beam to floor to beam to- snap!

The beam under her collapsed and she tried to

fling herself free. Tyler dove to the ground to catch

her. Well not catch exactly, he landed face first in

the dirt approximately where he believed she would

land and managed to cushion her fall.

“Oonf,” he grunted on impact. She got to her feet

and pulled him up. He wiped dirt from his eyes and she

shook the keys in his face.

“Come on, lets go!” she yelled.

June was picking up the tailgate, securing Marcus

in the back.

“I don’t want to move him. Tyler, can you sit back

here and make sure he doesn’t flop around too much?”

she said.

“Why me?”

“Karyn can drive, she’ll need me to navigate.”

“Let’s just get as far away from this burning

shithole as possible.”

“Hey watch it, it’s still MY burning shithole.”

June moved towards the passenger seat but stopped

dead. The passenger-side window exploded as Bubba’s

hammer connected with it. June scrambled back, Bubba

advanced. Tyler could see his face now, he was

grinning at them but his eyes were strange and

vacant.

“Gotch’all now!”

Tyler reached one hand into the bed of the truck,

where he knew Ryan kept his tools. His eyes never

left Bubba who was circling around to the back of the

truck. Tyler’s hand closed around something hard and

metal and as Bubba brought the hammer down towards

him he lifted it up in both hands, and the sheer force

of the impact drove him to one knee. The head of his

mystery weapon, which he now saw was a crowbar, dug

deep into his right palm, warm liquid ran down his

forearm. Bubba raised the hammer over his head to

strike a killing blow, but hesitated. Tyler watched as

the grin on his face flickered and his eyes darted

towards the ground beside his prey. Tyler looked too

and saw that the box had fallen from his pocket and

popped open.

“That’s a- you’re-” his sentence was cut off as

Karyn slammed him against the car. He bounced off and

fell in the dirt. Ryan leapt on top of him, wrestling

with the sledgehammer. His grip had slackened and

disarming him was easier than it should have been.

Ryan scrambled up with the sledgehammer in his one
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good hand, prepared to strike the giant on the ground.

“Don’t get up!” he shouted, trying to sound

menacing, but Bubba began to crawl backwards on his

back, like a crab. Ryan knelt down, grabbing the box

off of the ground as he heard the engine start and the

doors slam

“So- I’m so sor-” Bubba gasped.

Ryan hooked the crook of his arm over the

tailgate and pulled himself into the bed as the truck

pulled away, leaving the giant laying on the ground

and the cabin burning behind them.

The Green Point police department was manned by

just one officer when the truck arrived. While

listening to their frantic story, he called for an

ambulance and dispatched a squad car to the cabin.

June accompanied her beloved in the ambulance. After

giving a longer, more detailed statement to a bleary-

eyed constable, and a few stitches from a local doctor,

Tyler and Karyn found a local motel for the night.

Neither of them felt like sleeping though, and the

concierge directed them to an all-night diner, the

Broken Clock Cafe. They were the only patrons at that

late hour, and the waitress was more than happy to

oblige Tyler’s whispered request for a bottle of

champagne. It wasn’t the scene he had planned, but he

didn’t want to wait anymore.

“Karyn.” he said, kneeling down beside the booth

with stuffing coming out of the sides. “Before either

of us has any more near-death experiences, will you

marry me?”
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